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(Our management at the Hammerseng  Corporation of Oslo has installed  editorial filtering
software called i-ronni on this blog. The program is used to detect any traces of humor. So
far it hasn’t found anything. Hammerseng, ‘an uplifting company since 1986′)

You can keep your muffin basket, because that was so last Spring.
Macaroons are as dead as Latin. This year, if you want to impress
someone with a baked treat, the answer is burnt cupcakes. What
started out as a dessert delicacy mostly enjoyed by the famous and
frequently incarcerated, including Lindsey Lohan, Charlie Sheen
and Willie Nelson, has now become that most sexy of sweets
among  culinistas. Food watchers are predicting that not only will
2011 be the year of the burnt cupcake, but that the carbonized
cuties will unseat the sand covered Twinkie as a national fad food.

The road from trash can to trend setter has been an arduous one for
the humble burnt cupcake. The dessert was first discovered by
famed home economist Elizabeth Crocker in 1926. While making a
standard batch of yellow cupcakes, her oven malfunctioned and
subsequently Ms. Crocker’s home burned to the ground. After the
fire brigade had cleared out, Crocker stumbled upon the remains of
her kitchen and what was left of her cupcakes. Burnt, soggy, yet

surprisingly receptive to chocolate frosting, Crocker marvelled at the wonderfully chewy texture of
her cakes. She later fed them to Mr. Crocker, as they sat in the yard on chairs provided by the Red
Cross. “By damn, Betty!” exclaimed the mister “These are fine cupcakes!” A treat was born. Burnt
cupcakes were slow to catch on in popularity. After Crocker tried unsuccessfully to market burnt
cupcakes through her namesake baking company, she sold the recipe in 1936 to the Germans.
Hitler’s Luftwaffe used them against Belgium to the point that the nation drafted The Cupcake
Conference after the war in order that nations never again use charred baked goods against one
another. Elizabeth Crocker never heard about her accidental treat again, but it survived the war as
expatriate German scientists smuggled the recipe out of the country and back to the United States.

Unlike hot dessert trends that started off in executive gift baskets or in boutique restaurants, the
burnt cupcake has been a staple of jails and prison facilities for years. This is thought to be in large
part because the scientists who brought the recipe back to the States were drunks and some went
on to invent the concept of rehab centers. Unlike their compatriots who brought rocket technology to
the U.S., the burnt cupcake scientists mostly concentrated on producing homemade liquor and
wearing women’s shoes (several were, in fact, women. This made the shoes somewhat more
attractive. Somewhat). As the scientists began to serve lengthy incarcerations (while avoiding
deportation. One thing about the United States is that we don’t care if our German scientists are
loaded to the gills and tottering around on 3″ heels, we love ‘em) the recipe started turning up on
jailhouse tray-lines around the country. Film and recording stars visiting California jails have raved
about burnt cupcakes for years, and they are finally finding acceptance among foodies around the
country. Famed food critic Ruth Reichl recently put out her eye while trying to eat one. McDonald’s
Corporation has a team of their own product developers working on ways to make the dessert more
bland while making it completely unrecognizable as a food. All of this adds up to a very sweet year
for the burnt cupcake.
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